Accuracy and Precision of Seven Radiography-Based Measurement Methods of Vertebral Axial Rotation in Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis.
Assessment of vertebral axial rotation measurement methods. To assess the accuracy and precision of seven radiography-based vertebral axial rotation measurement methods for typical scoliotic deformity before and after posterior instrumentation. Vertebral axial rotation is an important component to evaluate transverse plane scoliotic deformities. Several measurement methods were developed based on coronal plane radiographs or computerized 3D reconstruction. Their ability to accurately and precisely measure axial rotation, either pre- or postoperatively, is not well known. Two synthetic vertebrae, with and without instrumentation, were fixed in a jig allowing 3D rotation manipulations. Fifty-three configurations of 3D rotations were radiographed. Two observers evaluated seven measurement methods: one visual estimation, two ruler-based (Nash-Moe and Perdriolle), one analytical (Stokes), and three 3D-reconstruction techniques (based on pedicles, based on eight vertebra landmarks, and a surface-based reconstruction software SterEOS). Measurements were repeated one week later. Intraobserver precision ranged from 2.0° (Perdriolle/SterEOS) to 3.6° (visual estimation) for the noninstrumented vertebra, and from 2.2° (SterEOS) to 9.7° (Nash-Moe) for the instrumented vertebra. Interobserver precision ranged from 1.2° (SterEOS) to 9.3° (Nash-Moe) for the noninstrumented vertebra, and from 1.7° (SterEOS) to 6.2° (Visual Estimation) for the instrumented vertebra. Accuracy of the methods ranged from 2.1° with SterEOS to 9.1° with Nash-Moe ruler. The measurement error was significantly associated with the level of axial rotation for Nash-Moe and 3D reconstruction techniques with low to moderate correlation. The majority of radiography-based methods measured vertebral axial rotation with an average error of 2° to 5°. The Nash-Moe method should be avoided, considering its inaccuracy greater than 9°. The instrumentation did not compromise the precision or the accuracy of measurement. The measurement accuracy of 3D reconstruction methods was impaired by the severity of the axial rotation. N/A.